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Addressing the Fear of Automation
The tasks being automated aren’t what clients value. Does anyone truly believe that
clients appreciate that your sta� manually enters every number into a tax return or
trial balance? Of course not.
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For some professionals, simply hearing the term “robotic process automation”
conjures images of the humans in your of�ce being replaced by cyborgs. Combine
that imagery with headlines predicting the “rise of the robo-accountant,” and it’s
not surprising that many accounting professionals fear automation.

As much as some practitioners would prefer to ignore robotic process automation
(RPA), it’s quickly becoming inevitable. To remain relevant over the next �ve to ten
years, you don’t have to make friends with cyborgs, but you do need to understand
the opportunity that RPA brings and begin leveraging it in your �rm. Fearing the
inevitable will only lead to inadequate preparation. Here’s why you shouldn’t fear
automation.
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There will still be jobs
For �rms that are just making forays into RPA, typically some of the �rst areas they
address are in the admin department. Leveraging technology that automates the
processing and delivery of tax returns, collects electronic signatures and eliminates
the costly mailing of paper organizers frees up an astounding amount of admin time.

Initially, members of the admin team may fear being rendered obsolete. Yet without
fail, every �rm we talk to after implementing these technologies says the same thing:
no admin jobs were eliminated. Instead, their roles are elevated, and professionals
push down more work to their admin staff. Both admins and professionals bene�t
from automation freeing up much of the routine, time-consuming work, allowing
them to focus on higher-value services.

Harness what makes you human
The tasks being automated aren’t what clients value. Does anyone truly believe that
clients appreciate that your staff manually enters every number into a tax return or
trial balance? Of course not. They expect their tax returns and �nancial statements to
be accurate, yes. But they value the advice and guidance you provide that helps them
remain in compliance and improve pro�tability.

As I mentioned in a previous column, we’ve gone past the era of the hand (the
industrial revolution), and are nearing the end of the era of the head (digital
revolution). What comes next is the era of the heart where relationships, creativity
and bedside manner takes precedence. These are areas that can’t be automated and
the skills that clients value most.

Automation improves processes
Automation often focuses on larger processes where many people perform a variety
of tasks. Prior to automation, we often see that despite claims that �rms have a
“standard process,” in reality, each partner has their own process for how the work
gets done.

Automation reinforces standardization because you cannot automate inconsistent
processes. To automate it, you must decide on a standard and formalize the steps
required. This builds consistency and quality into your process and creates further
ef�ciencies.

It’s not just about compliance
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In the accounting profession, we tend to focus on how automation will impact
traditional core services of tax, accounting and audit. However, RPA isn’t just for
transactional and compliance services.

Consider how automation impacts other areas of your �rm. Do you want your HR
professionals spending hours processing the payroll of hundreds of employees? Or
focus on analyzing the reasons behind the high turnover rate in your �rm and
coming up with solutions to retain your talent? Do you want your marketing and
business development teams to spend half the day updating spreadsheets used to
track prospects? Or come up with unique solutions to engage with more potential
customers and convert them into customers. In both cases, I’m guessing it’s the
latter,

I hope �rms will let go of their fear of automation, and recognize automation as an
opportunity to focus on higher-value work, upskill employees for different roles and
spread out the workload for less demanding busy seasons. This may be optimistic in
some cases, but rather than fearing robo-accountants and longing for a comfortable,
never-changing environment, we need to take control of our future by letting RPA
take over some of our current work.
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